Utilizing wayfinding, psychogeographic and autoethnographic methods, I explore the aesthetics of homelandscapes and the material manifestations of belonging for American Jews, Palestinian Americans, Israeli Jews and Palestinian citizens of Israel in the Municipality of Jerusalem to better understand how ethnoreligious networks of inclusion/exclusion are evidenced in the production and maintenance of lived space on the scale of the home and neighborhood. By visually deconstructing these spaces, it is evidenced how the banality of construction projects in this territory contributes to the normalization of the Israeli occupation of Palestine.

In this paper, as part of my larger dissertation project, I look at a series of photographs I took in Jerusalem during the summer of 2017. Particular attention is paid to the use and proliferation of "Jerusalem Stone," the limestone façade promoting proximity to the mysticism and holiness of the Old City. This builds upon Eyal Weizman's (2007) Hollow Land and the analysis of Israeli architectures of oppression and occupation. I argue that the
abundance of this limestone building material, the disfiguration of the landscape and homogenous construction projects lend to an aesthetic of indifference that routinizes and accelerates the Israeli occupation of Palestinian territory. Based on my nascent fieldwork, I explore the connection between actual spatialized activity and perceived territorial boundaries (Greenberg Raanan & Shoval, 2013) and the ways in which my embodied experiences can be understood through a Lefebvrian analysis of lived space. Wayfinding through East Jerusalem lends to a reading of lived space as multilayered and affective; where emphasis on the smallest cracks and fissures in structures at once depicts the creeping annexation of Israeli occupation of Palestinian land, and nods to futurity where Zionist ambitions are dissolved. Where fine concrete dust and abandoned wiring projects – often overlooked and easily dismissed minutia – indicate both oppression and opportunity. It is disruption by documentation.
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